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Abstract 

The group key management is a key management system in 

which same key is assigned to all member of the subscribed 

group. In this group key management same key is used for both 

encryption and decryption. The group key management  provides 

the better security because of same key is used for both 

encryption and decryption process and it has  greater key 

overhead due to  group member changed, some times the group 

member leaving or new member joining to the group. To over 

come this problem we are use the master key encryption based 

multiple group key management scheme. This scheme based on 

the asymmetric key (i.e,different key is used  for encryption and 

decryption).It is efficient method for key distribution to multiple 

multicast group  and reduces the communication overhead, 

storage overhead and it can be established in single netw reduces  

the key overhead. 

Keywords-Security,group key manageme ork. The multiple 

group key management scheme nt,multicast chinese 

remainder theorem,master key encrption. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Multicast  is most important in wireless network, multicast is 
the process of delivery of data from single point to multi point 
in a single transmission can received by all node within  limited 
transmission range. The group key management has high 
security because of all member of subscribed group use the 
same key for both encryption and decryption and in this 
management access control mechanism is adopted. In this 
system group key (shared key) is updated according to the new 
member joining or subscribed member is leaving the group this 
is refers to rekeying. To over come this problem we are use tree 
based master key encryption management system. In group key 
management provides the confidentiality, authenticity and 
integrity of messages delivered between group members.  

We are present a new multiple group key management 
scheme is called as master key encryption multiple group key 
management scheme(MKE MGKM) it has a master and 
multiple slave in this system message is encrypted by master 
and decrypted by  each of individual slave key. Master key 

encryption generates a master key and slave key according to 
membership changed. In this method changes the key of 
member  and  there is no  change of  remaining members keys, 
and also presents graph for tree, it is a non cyclic graph with 
two types nodes and they are u node that reprints the users and 
k nodes reprints  keys. In MKE MGKM  maintain forward and 
backward  security , forward  security means that leaves 
member cannot the learn  the new group key and backward 
security means that newly added member cannot learn previous 
group key.OFT maintains the perfect forward and backward 
security or secrecy[6]. 

                 

 

 

                    

                      

 
 

 

 

              

 

 

 

 

The above figure shows the multiple groups in wireless 
network, the user1 and user2 subscribed the ch1service of A 
charged TV and user1 and user5 they are subscribed ch2 
services of A charged TV and user2 also subscribed ch3 
service of A charged TV. In multiple group system same user 
subscribed several channel and who they are subscribed the 
same channel and they are combined together and all the group 
member has group key or shared key and both encryption and 
decryption is done by a group key or shared key, the shared  
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key is same for all group members. suppose that whenever one 
member of the group is leaves the group or any new comer join 
to the group that is major problem in the this system. After 
member leaves the group that group shared key should be 
changed because of in order to maintain the forward secrecy 
and another major problem is suppose that new comer joining 
to the group at that time also change group key in order to 
maintain the backward secrecy. In both case more rekeying 
overhead and storage overhead and communication overhead 
of users to maintain the multiple group system and over come 
those problem by introducing the master key encryption based 
multiple group key management scheme. In this scheme 
creates and updates a master key and multiple slave key and 
message is encrypted by master key can be decrypted  by each 
different slave key and vice versa. The key feature of the 
master key encryption is that one of slave keys can be revoked 
by regenerating the master key through a simple computation 
and the other slave keys can be kept valid. This enables us to 
reduce the rekeying overhead. 

 

2   RELATED WORK 

 In group key management system rekeying overhead high 
communication overhead and storage overhead are the main 
drawbacks of existing GKM. And rekeying overhead 
procedure as follows, In multicast group, several user 
subscribes the different services same services combine into 
group and generates the key for that group members, In this 
system group key is symmetric key  and this key is used for 
both encryption and decryption. Suppose any one of the 
subscribed member leaves or new member joining to the group 
we are provides the new key for all group members. Suppose 
we are does not provide new key,the leaves member of the 
group is able to get the all services without the payment and 
new member joing to the group  also generate the key for new 
member with new key for all reaming  member  of that  group.  
Key Generating for the group member after the membership 
changes that requires more memory space for rekey storage 
and also occurred communication overhead.  

To improve the high level of security in group key 
management , group  shared key be changed after every join 
and leaves to group so that former group member has no access 
to current communication and a new member has no ac cess to 
previous communication. The large groups whose members 
join and leave frequently pose a scalability and security by 
using forward and backward secrecy. The existing group key 
management method is applicable to only single multicast 
group and it is not applicable to multiple multicast service 
system. 

To overcome the drawback of existing system and maintain the 
backward and forward secrecy by using master based algorithm 
called as multiple multicast group key management system. In 
this method we are use logical data strucrure, the logical data 
structure is level of key system and logical total 3 levels 

1. key encryption key. 

2. Traffic encryption key. 

3. Individual key. 

In this tree structure traffic encryption key is a root node and 
individual key is a leaf node and key encryption key is a rest of 
node in tree strucutre and it has the path from leaf node to root 
node.  In a network each user subscribed one or more services 
among a total of M multicast services and multicast broadcast 
services denoted by MBS1, MBS2……..In this model two 
types user group they are data group and service group, The 
data group contains the all the users who subscribed to MBSN 
and service group contains a set of usera who subscribe to 
same set of MBS and data group is denoted by (DG1, 
DG2……..DGm) and service group is represented by SG1, 
SG2……… 

 

2.1   HIERARCHICAL ACCESS CONTROL 

Network application are most important to world they are 
teleconference,information services this application are based 
on the group communication  and  securing the group 
communication is very important for maintain confidentiality 
,authenticity and integrity of message delivered between the 
group .we present  the three strategies for securely distributing 
rekey message after join/leave and specify protocol for joing 
and leaving secure group.First network  are based upon the 
client server paradigm and make use of point to point message 
delivery and every to point to multipoint communication  can 
represented as a set of point to point communication.The server 
and client communication  mutually authenticate each other 
using a authentication protocol and  a symmetric key is created 
and shared by them to be used for pairwise confidential 
communication  this proceduer  can be extend to a group as 
fallows. 

Let there be a trusted server which is given membership 

information to up access control,when a client wants to join 

the group,the client and server mutually authenticate using an 

authentication  protocol, having authenticated using an 

authentication  and accepted into the group each member 

shares with the server a key to be called the member 

individual key for group communication,the server distributes 

to each member group key to be shared by all members of 

group.The group contains n  member and distributing group 

key securely to all member  the n message encrypted with 

individual key,all mesage may be sent seperately via unicast 

altenatively the n message  may be sent as a combined 

message to all group member via multicast,The q cost  

proportional to group size n,consequently the group key 

should be changed frequently,To achieve a high level of 

security,the group key should be changed after eve changed 

after every join and leave so that a former group member has 

no access to current communicationand new member has no 

access to previous communication.Let there be a trusted server 

that creates a new group key after evry join and leave.After 

every  join, the new group key  can be sent via unicast to the 

new member and encrypted with its individual key and via 

multicast to existing group member encrypted with prevoius 

group key ,changing theer group key securely after a join is 

too much work,previous group key can no longer. 
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To solve above problem  we are use the hierchical access 

control, most existing group key management are designed for 

single level access control ,the hirarchicared by all access 

control is provides the hirarchical group access control for 

multiple group key management.In this method  the group 

access control  is make by encrypting the content using an 

encryption key known as session key that is shared by all 

logitimate group members and group membership will most 

likely be dynamic with users joining and leaving .The group 

communication group key and cannot decrypt the group key 

management scheme that do not allows unauthorized entitiess 

do not accees the group communication.The existing key 

management address the access control issues in one multicast 

session. 

The hierarchical group access control provides the access 

control an on thd updating keys with dynamic member ship 

and it allows all grol is mainly focusoup members are same 

level of access privilege,The users who possess the decrypting 

data key have the full access to the content and users who do 

not have the decryption keys cannot interpret thedata,some 

group application contains multiple related data streams and 

group member have different access privileges.The 

multimedia applications distributing data in multi coding 

format.  Receivers can receives the normal format and extra 

information needed to archive HDTV resolution and multicast 

program containg several related services[8]. 

The group member subscribed to different data streams  or 

possibility  multiple of them,it is necessary to develop an 

access control mechanism that support multi level access 

privielege which is referred to as the hierachical group access 

control.In hierarchical access control is mainly focus on the 

centralized multi key management scheme and into divided 

this system key management protocol is divided into two 

category.They are (1)centralizepedent  and (2)contributory.In 

centralized key ma nagement relies on a centralized server this 

is known as key distribution center which creates and 

distributes encryption keys. In the contributory  of key 

management there is no use KDC and group member 

contribute independent keying matrix and all participatent in 

group key establishment.The key management schemes are 

designed for a single multicast session,where all group 

members have same privilege for group application  

containing multiple related data streams and member with 

various access privilege,directly applying the existing scheme 

can lead to inefficient solutions.In  centralized key 

management protocols have logical tree structure is used for 

maintain materials and coordinate key generation and this 

protocol is scalable in the terms of communcation, 

computation and storage overhead.The KDC maintains a key 

tree,where each node on the tree corresponds to a user’s 

privacy key,group key or KEK and rekeying overhead for user 

joining and leaving.The Rekeying  overhead at KDC is 

(2log(n)) is  reduced  to log(n) by using  one way function 

tree.Hierarchical access control can be achieved in either 

centralized or contierarchributory mehod[8]. 

 

2.2 Centralized multi group key management scheme 

 
One way to solve the hierarchical access control problem is to 

using existing tree based key management scheme, this 

scheme use a logical tree structure to maintain keying 

materials. In this method each node of the key tree is 

associated with a key and  the root of the key tree is associated 

with the session key (Sk),Ks, which is used to encrypt the 

multicast content and each users associated with the user’s 

private key Ui which is only known by this user and  

KDC.The intermediate node are associated with key encrypted 

key and this key is used for protecting the session key and 

other KEKs.The key distribution center knows all keys on the 

key tree, each  users knows  his private key ,the session key 

and  set of KEK,on the path from himself to the root of the key 

tree. Each key has the secret materials that is the content of the 

key and a key selector that is used to distinguish the key, when 

a users leaves to be updated in order to maintain forward 

secrecy, when a user join the service the KDC chooses a leaf 

position on the key tree to put the joining users, the KDC 

updates the key along the path from the new leaf to the root by 

generating the new keys from the old key using a one way 

function [8].  

 

2.3Contributory multi group key management 

scheme. 
 

The tree based  scheme for contributory is applying to two 

party  DH protocol amongest two subgroup of users,the user in 

the first subgroup who share a common subgroup key Kiand 

users in the second subgroup, who share a common subgroup 

key Kj and users in two subgroup compute a new key these 

two subgroups can be combined into a large subgroup that 

share the common key Kij.The key tree for contributory is  

same as the centralized tree structure.The intermediate keys 

and the group key are generated from bottom to up.In this 

method users are grouped into pairs and perform two party 

DH and two users from a subgroup,each pair of subgroup 

perform DH and combined into a larger subroupgroup with 

shared key,finally all users are merged into a one group that 

share the group key[8][9]. All the above problem is overcomes 

by using master key encryption based multiple group key 

management scheme. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a multiple group key management scheme has 

been proposed, that can enhance the management performance 

of multiple group keys regardless of the hierarchy of the users 

or the data streams. In contrast to other existing schemes using 

only symmetric keys, the MKE-MGKM scheme exploits 

asymmetric keys, i.e. a master key and multiple slave keys, 

which are generated from the proposed master key generation 
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algorithm. By using a set comprising a master key and slave 

keys, a TEK can be efficiently distributed to multiple SGs. 

Therefore, the number of rekeying messages can be 

dramatically reduced. Also, since the key graph of the MKE-

MGKM scheme is much simpler than that of other schemes, 

less memory is needed for storing the keys. Compared with 

other schemes, the MKE-MGKM scheme significantly reduce 

the storage and communication overheads in the rekeying 

process, with acceptable computational overhead. It is 

expected that the MKEM GKM scheme can be a practical 

solution for various group applications, especially for those 

requiring many service groups, such as TV streaming services 

charged on a channel by channel basis. 
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